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Remember to warm up!
Pick a few shapes and repeat them until you are
comfortable and confident.
• Lines (pull don’t push)


• Circles


• Squares & Rectangles

• Triangles/Stars

Getting Started

Sketch something to break

Get comforable by  

Now share

up the blank whitespace.

reproducing existing ideas.

your idea!

Sketch Techniques

Simplify

Confidence

Accuracy

There’s no need to worry

Remember to trust your own

Consistently sized shapes

about details. Keep your

technique. Warming up

are imortant when sketching

sketch simple.

beforehand will help.

multiple form inputs.

Pull Don’t Push

Arm Not Wrist

From Big To Small

Pull your lines towards you.

For consistent line quality

Start with your biggest shape

Pushing them away

keep your wrist locked and

and work inward with

decreases accuracy.

move with your arm.

smaller ones.

Repetition

Done > Perfect

Have Fun!

The more you practice

Perfection is the death of

Add some  

sketching the easier it will be

progress. This rings true with

personality to  

to clearly visualize an idea.

sketching as well.

your sketches.

UI Toolbox

Practice sketching common UI components to build a
toolbox you can pull from quickly and consistently.


Why sketch vs. use design software?


• Real-time, anytime, anywhere, with customers/clients

• Not limited to UI library from software




Visual reference for your own sketching.
Navigation Elements:

Text Inputs:



Buttons:

Icons:



• Not everyone has access to design software


Avoid getting bogged down by visual details!




Controls & Components



Lists:



• Faster, iterative, disposable


Dialog Card:



UI Toolbox
Date Picker & Calendar:



As you keep sketching various components start
building a toolbox you can pull from quickly.

Images:



Chips:


Text:



Drop Down Menus:



Toggles:

Checkboxes:

Sliders:

UI Toolbox

As you keep sketching various components start
building a toolbox you can pull from quickly.

Tabs:



Toolbar:



Tooltip:



Charts:



Badges:



Progress Bars:



Zooming in for detail

A zoom in window can be used to
to display intricate details in
simplified sketches.

Flows, Diagrams & Charts
Flows
Process Flow:

Flow Shapes:

Decision

Process

Start

Finish

Input
Output

Success

Failure

Arrows:

Forward Progression

Backward Progression

Diagrams

Charts

Information Architecture Diagram (Sitemap):

Additional charts and diagrams for visualizing ideas 

(Lists, Timelines, Mind Maps)

Storyboarding

A storyboard is a graphic organizer that
can be used to communicate a sequence of
events.

Using a Storyboard
Storyboards can be used to describe a fragment of the user journey. They are a way to establish context and common
ground for all the team members working on a specific problem. They can illustrate compelling real-world usage
scenarios and serve as a constant reminder of the human side of problem-solving.


Components

The Human Element


Speech Bubbles:

Hands:

Devices:

Expressions:

Backgrounds:

Confused...

Angry!

Success!

Sad?

Anyone can sketch!

Practice, practice, practice!

Be confident!

Simplify!


Have fun!
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